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MPI 20201002 Our OIA 2020/08

OIA20-0420
2 October 2020

Wendy McGuinness
wmcg@mcguinnessinstitute.org

Dear Wendy McGuinness
Thank you for your email, transferred to the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) from the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) on 3 August 2020, requesting information relating
to AgResearch's approval for GM animals - ERMA200223. Your request has been
considered under the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA).
MPI rejects the claims in your letter as to risks arising from AgResearch’s approval for GM
animals. New Zealand has robust processes and practices in place to prevent issues arising,
which reflect international best practice.
Please find a response to each part of the request relevant to MPI below.
Attachment 2 Point 1 - Poor reporting and verification processes
In this section, you raise three concerns:
1. Why MPI does not provide the annual report referred to in ERMA200223 Control 11 to the
EPA.
2. EPA expectations on the content of the annual report required by Control 11.
3. EPA expectations of Control 4.
Control 11 requires the ‘Approval Holder’ (AgResearch), not MPI, to provide the annual report to
the EPA. As the enforcement agency, MPI is required to ensure that the report is provided by
AgResearch and that it addresses the points listed in Control 11.
Sections 6.2.93-96 of ERMA200223 set out the expectations of the annual report and these are
clearly reiterated in parts (a) to (c) of Control 11.
Control 4 requires AgResearch to ensure that the containment facilities holding the listed
respective new organisms are compliant with the standards listed. As the enforcement agency,
MPI inspects against the approvals held by AgResearch and reports on whether Control 4 has
been met, through Verification Inspection Reports.
Attachment 2 Point 2 - AgResearch’s failure to deliver the ‘ten year report’ on time
In this section, you raise concerns that Control 12 has not been complied with because ‘the ten
year report is now over 10 months late.’
Ministry for Primary Industries

Verification Services

Charles Fergusson Building, 34-38 Bowen Street
PO Box 2526
Wellington 6140, New Zealand
mpi.govt.nz
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Sections 6.2.97-98 of ERMA200223 clearly indicate that the expectations of the tenth annual report
are to include ‘additional requirements’ as detailed in parts (a) to (c) of Control 12. This report is to
be provided after the tenth year of research. Following the approval of ERMA200223 on 13 April
2010, AgResearch’s first annual report reported on activities to 30 June 2010. The tenth annual
report, which covers activities for the year ending 30 June 2020, and addresses the additional
requirements of Control 12, has been provided to the EPA.
Attachment 2 Point 3 - Inadequate MPI audit reports (22 August 2017 and 21 February 2018)
This section notes concerns relating to a lack of verification inspection timeliness; inadequate
reporting; the same verifier completing both the 2017 and 2018 verification reports; and failure to
implement recommendations.
Verification inspections of AgResearch’s facility are carried out in accordance with the minimum
frequency set by the EPA. Further details are provided in response to Attachment 2 Point 4 below.
In relation to the concern that reporting is not thorough. Based on the two to seven day timeframe
for completion of reporting, it is MPI’s policy that the report provides a concise summary of the
verification visit, along with key details to support the overall conclusions made in relation to
compliance. It is not MPI’s policy to report on all the details investigated and discussed during the
verification. This is accepted practice across many verification agencies and disciplines, with indepth reporting reserved for scenarios like incident investigation.
The Facility Operator is the primary audience for the verification report, as they are the person
accountable for meeting the requirements of the facility approval/s and are responsible for
complying with ERMA200223. The report must retain its effectiveness as a formal and concise
communication tool for use between MPI as the regulator, and the Facility Operator. Verification
reports provide more detailed information where a compliance issue has been identified. This is to
assist the Facility Operator’s understanding of expectations and any subsequent consequences.
The reporting process also acts as a means of providing assurance of compliance to the EPA.
The use of alternating verifiers for Containment Facility Verification is just one possible approach to
providing effective technical review and calibration of verifier competency. MPI Verification
Services currently utilises several different approaches to achieve this. Approaches currently in
place include: an annual team calibration session; fortnightly technical meetings; and a threeyearly one-on-one review of the verification process. Since 2019, MPI have also introduced peer
review of all verification reports by another qualified verifier.
With respect to your concerns regarding failure to implement recommendations made in the
reports. A recommendation is advice given to highlight areas of an operation or system that could
be improved even though a non-compliance has not occurred. Failure to implement a
recommendation may lead to a non-compliance if not addressed, however it is not a breach of
legal requirements. Facility Operators are only obligated to respond to breaches of legal
requirements, and breaches of legal requirements are noted as a ‘Non-compliance’ in verification
reports.
Attachment 2 Point 4 - Failure to Manage Specific Controls
Attachment 3 Point 2g - ERMA200223 approval
Attachment 3 Point 3k - Risks
These sections note concerns relating to verification inspections and Control 8.
Verification reports are intended for a technical audience, primarily the Facility Operator and those
with delegated responsibility for ensuring compliance with facility approvals and HSNO Act
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approvals. As such, verification principles are not explained to the reader before they are
discussed.
The scope of each MPI verification inspection includes Facility Operator compliance with all the
relevant Containment Facility Standards, as well as any HSNO approvals held. The key emphasis
of such inspections is to determine the adequacy of the overall regulatory compliance system. One
of the most important aspects of this, is the effectiveness of the internal audits required to be
undertaken by the Facility Operator. While each verification inspection may not directly report on
compliance with each control, in addition to checking the internal audit reports, a number of
controls will be selected for verification in order to gain further assurance that the overall regulatory
compliance system is working.
The 2017 and 2018 verification reports mentioned in your correspondence directly relate to
compliance with the field trial. Compliance with laboratory aspects were reported on separately,
including Control 8. Reports on compliance with the facility approvals and HSNO Act approvals are
now combined into one report, as there is usually a significant overlap between facility approval
requirements and HSNO approval controls.
During the site visits referenced in the reports, the accuracy of the electronically held register was
verified using random sampling to identify a number of register entries. The animals described by
these entries are then identified in the paddock by their ear tags. The same process is applied in
the paddock - animals are randomly selected and the associated register entries are viewed and
reconciled with observations.
As noted above, verification processes often involve the use of random sampling to efficiently draw
conclusions about the quality system as a whole. Occasionally, the random selection process may
not include a particular species held on site, as was the case with the goats in 2017. However,
subsequent site visits did include verification of the accuracy of goat register entries, and all visits
include a walk around the perimeter to verify fencing integrity.
Legally, ‘conventional sheep’ must be documented on the facility register and were therefore
included as part of the verification of register accuracy. At both site visits in question, the electronic
register was viewed in person by MPI and found to be compliant with ERMA200223. This was
referenced as ‘selected records’ and ‘visible identification’. The ability to print out a copy of the
register is not a legal requirement.
MPI’s expectation is that the Facility Operator takes ownership of compliance with legal
requirements, by regularly and critically examining operating procedures and staff compliance with
those procedures. Much of each verification is focussed on assessing whether the operator’s
internal audit process is being delivered in accordance with their legal obligations.
Attachment 3 Point 5r & 5s - Costs
With respect to the costs incurred by MPI. All costs associated with enforcement of containment
facility approvals and HSNO Act approvals are cost-recovered by MPI in accordance with the
Biosecurity (Costs) Regulations 2010.
As is MPI’s normal practice, all costs associated with AgResearch verification inspections are
invoiced to AgResearch. The cost to MPI for these verification activities is therefore zero.
Cost regulations are regularly reviewed by the MPI Cost Recovery team to ensure that any
changes in the cost of service delivery are accommodated. The last review, and subsequent
amendment of these cost regulations, was carried out in 2018.
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McGuinness Institute 20210105 Our OIA 2021/05

Email to MPI, OIA 2021/05, Sent 5 January 2021
From: Wendy McGuinness <wmcg@mcguinnessinstitute.org>
Date: Tuesday, 5 January 2021 at 17:15
To:
Subject: Attention: Ray Smith [Your OIA20-0420 Response ERMA 200223 ]
Attention: Ray Smith, Director-General, MPI
Kia ora Ray,
AgResearch’s transgenic outdoor experiments [ERMA 200223]
Thank you for MPI’s response to our OIA (also attached).
The author of your response to our OIA, Alan Cook, has different interpretations of the committee’s
controls, the degree to which they should be implemented and how and when those controls should
be reported against. Given the tone of Alan’s response (such as ‘MPI rejects the claims’ in our letter),
I am unsure how to progress a dialogue with MPI on this matter. However I do have a few specific
questions that relate to Alan’s response. Before listing these questions, you may be interested in the
Institute’s previous involvement in this matter.

Background
For your information I personally attended the ERMA 200223 hearing and have read the [ERMA
2010 decision] a number of times. I feel confident I appreciate how and why the 2010 committee
of the authority crafted the decision and put in place the package of controls outlined in Appendix 2,
and more importantly, explained their approach in pages 26-37. The Institute has prepared two
detailed reports on genetic modification in 2008; one on the history of GM and the other on a
review of the 49 recommendations of the Royal Commission. We have also published a summary
report in 2013: Report 16 – An Overview of Genetic Modification in New Zealand 1973-2013: The first
forty years (2013). All three reports can be found here.
Specific Questions
The specific questions in regard to MPI’s response are points of clarification.
Questions 1 to 4 relate to controls 11 and 12 in Appendix 2 of the 2010 ERMA decision. For example
we note that your correspondence states: ‘MPI is required to ensure that the report is provided by
AgResearch and that it addresses the points listed in Control 11’ (p. 1). Our goal is to understand
what this means in practice.
Question 5 relates to MPI’s cost recovery methodology and practice.
Q1: What date did MPI receive the 2020 ten-year annual report? The full name of the report is
Annual Report to Environmental Protection Authority for Activities under ERMA 200223 AgResearch
Ltd For the 12 months ending 30th June 2020. The report can be now be found on the EPA website
here).
Q2: Did MPI receive the ten-year annual report from AgResearch or the EPA? If yes to this question,
please explain the dates and the process in detail.
Q3: Was MPI involved, directly or indirectly, in reviewing the content of the ten-year annual report
(or draft report) before it was sent to the EPA? If yes, please explain the process and provide copies
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of all correspondence and notes of phone calls/meetings. Please explain what feedback was
provided by MPI and provide any earlier versions of the report?
Q4: Was MPI involved, directly or indirectly, in reviewing the content of the ten-year annual report
after it was sent to the EPA? If yes, please explain the process and provide copies of all
correspondence and notes of phone calls/meetings. Please explain what feedback was provided?
Q5: Your correspondence notes: ‘As is MPI’s normal practice, all costs associated with AgResearch
verification inspections are invoiced to AgResearch. The cost to MPI for these verification activities is
therefore zero. Cost regulations are regularly reviewed by the MPI Cost Recovery team to ensure
that any changes in the cost of service delivery are accommodated. The last review, and subsequent
amendment of these cost regulations, was carried out in 2018.’ (p. 3).
(a) Please provide a copy of the invoices to AgResearch for these costs for each of the last three
years. Please ensure this includes hours MPI staff attended AgResearch’s premises as well as
hours taken writing up the subsequent report.
(b) We would also like to review the cost regulations. Your correspondence indicates this
process was completed in 2018. Can provide a copy of this review (in 2018) and the previous
review.
Thank you for your help in this matter.
Best wishes, Wendy

From:
Date: Friday, 2 October 2020 at 17:12
To: Wendy McGuinness <wmcg@mcguinnessinstitute.org>
Subject: OIA20-0420 Response
Tēnā koe Wendy,
Please find attached a response to your official information request.
Ngā mihi,
| Official Information Act Adviser
Official Information Act Team
Government Services | Public Affairs
Ministry for Primary Industries - Manatū Ahu Matua | Charles Fergusson Building, 34-38 Bowen
Street
PO Box 2526 | Wellington 6011 New Zealand | Web: www.mpi.govt.nz
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______
This email message and any attachment(s) is intended solely for the addressee(s)
named above. The information it contains may be classified and may be legally
privileged. Unauthorised use of the message, or the information it contains,
may be unlawful. If you have received this message by mistake please call the
sender immediately on 64 4 8940100 or notify us by return email and erase the
original message and attachments. Thank you.
The Ministry for Primary Industries accepts no responsibility for changes
made to this email or to any attachments after transmission from the office.
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OIA21-0002

1 6 FEB 2021
Wendy McGuinness
wmcg@mcguinnessinstitute.org
Dear Wendy
Thank you for your email of 5 January 2021 requesting further information relating to
AgResearch's approval for GM animals - ERMA200223. Your requHst has been considered
under the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA).
Please find below a response to each of your follow up questions;
1. What date did MP/ receive the 2020 ten-year annual report?
2. Did MP/ receive the ten-year annual report from AgResearch or the EPA? If yes to
this question, please explain the dates and the process in de,tail.
3. Was MP/ involved, directly or indirectly, in reviewing the content of the ten year
annual report (or draft report) before it was sent to the EPA? If yes, please explain
the process and provide copies of all correspondence and notes of phone
calls/meetings. Please explain what feedback was provided by MP/ and provide any
earlier versions of the report?
4. Was MP/ involved, directly or indirectly, in reviewing the content of the ten-year
annual report after it was sent to the EPA? If yes, please explain the process and
provide copies of all correspondence and notes of phone ca/ls/meetings. Please
explain what feedback was provided?
As mentioned in MPl's previous response, there is no specific requirement for AgResearch to
provide MPI with the ten-year and annual reports as MPl's role is to verify the facility. The
Environmental Risk Management Authority Decision (ERMA200223) sets out the
requirements for annual and ten-year reporting in controls 11 and 12 of Appendix 2. These
are the responsibility of the approval holder (in this case, AgResearch) and are to be
provided directly to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA). MPI is then provided with
a copy of the report as evidence that the approval holder is meeting the requirements of the
Environmental Risk Management Authority Decision (ERMA200223).
Please find attached as Appendix One, the email chain where you will see MPI is copied into
correspondence where the draft report was provided from AgResearch to the EPA on the 31
August 2020. Some information is withheld pursuant to section 9(2)(a) of the OIA, to protect
the privacy of natural persons. Within the same correspondence, the final version of the
report was shared with MPI on the 5 November 2020. MPI was not involved in reviewing the
content of the ten-year annual report (or draft report) before it was sent to the EPA.
5. Your correspondence notes: 'As is MPl's normal practice, all costs associated with
AgResearch verification inspections are invoiced to AgResearch. The cost to MP/ for
these verification activities is therefore zero. Cost regulations are regularly reviewed
by the MP/ Cost Recovery team to ensure that any changes in the cost of service
delivery are accommodated. The last review, and subsequent amendment of these
cost regulations, was carried out in 2018.' (p. 3).
Charles Fergusson Building, 34-38 Bowen Street
PO Box2526
Wellington 6140, New Zealand
mpi.govt.nz
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Please provide a copy of the invoices to AgResearch for these costs for each of the last
three years. Please ensure this includes hours MP/ staff attended AgResearch's premises
as well as hours taken writing up the subsequent report.

Please find attached as Appendix Two, invoices from MPI to AgResearch detailing the cost of
verification inspections over the last three years. Some information is withheld pursuant to section
9(2)(a) of the OIA, to protect the privacy of natural persons.
We would also like to review the cost regulations. Your corrnspondence indicates this
process was completed in 2018. Can provide a copy of this review (in 2018) and the
previous review.
Fees for inspection of containment facilities verified by MPI, such as AgResearch, are set out
in the Schedule in the Biosecurity (Costs) Regulations 2010. The schedule can be found at
the following link;
- www.legislation.qovt.nz/requlation/public/2010/0135/latest/whole.html?search
=sw 096be8ed81a09f81 Verification 25 se&p=1#DLM3000565
Please find attached as Appendix Three, MPl's Cost Recovery Policy Guidance.
In March 2018, MPI recommended aligning the rates charged for services provided by general
inspectors. Information relating to the recommendation as well as the publicly available
consultation document can be found on MPl's website at the following links;
Recommendation; www.mpi.govt.nz/consultations/proposed-changes-to-cost
recovery-for-some-services/.
- Consultation document; www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/27483-A-review-of-cost
recovery-for-selected-services-provided-by-the-Ministry-for-Primary-lndustries.
The most recent review was carried out in November 2019. MPI proposed that rates increase from
$102.27 per hour to $138 per hour. The proposal and consultation documents can be found on the
MPI website at the following link;
- www.mpi.qovt.nz/consultations/cost-recovery-and-fee-changes-for-some
biosecurity-agriculture-and-food-systems-services/
As a result of Cabinet's moratorium on border fee increases due to the impacts of COVID-19 these
proposed increases were suspended - a copy of this announcement is publically available here;
www.beehive.govt.nz/release/govt-announces-aviation-relief-package
The consultation document outlining the basis for MPl's proposal is publically available on MPl's
website here; www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/37922-Discussion-paper-Proposed-updates-to
Biosecurity-cost-recovery-FI NAL.pdf
Currently the hourly rates for these services are set at:
$102.27 per hour for each general inspector involved and;
$186.30 per hour for each veterinary inspector involved.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

9(2)(a)
9(2)(a)
FW: Draft Annual and 10 year reports for ERMA200223 for period ending 30th June 2020
Wednesday, 13 January 2021 10:44:48 AM
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image002.jpg
image005.png
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Annual Report ERMA200223 June 2020 Final.pdf
image004.jpg

From: 9(2)(a)
Sent: Tuesday, 12 January 2021 11:10 AM
<9(2)(a)
@mpi.govt.nz>
To: 9(2)(a)
Subject: FW: Draft Annual and 10 year reports for ERMA200223 for period ending 30th June
2020

9(2)(a)
From: 9(2)(a)
@agresearch.co.nz>
Sent: Thursday, 5 November 2020 4:18 PM
To: 9(2)(a)
(EPA) <9(2)(a)
@epa.govt.nz>
9(2)(a)
9(2)(a)
@mpi.govt.nz>
Cc:
Subject: RE: Draft Annual and 10 year reports for ERMA200223 for period ending 30th June 2020

Thanks 9(2) ,
(a)

Attached is a PDF version of that document marked as Final.
Regards
9(2)
(a)

<9(2)(a)
@epa.govt.nz>
From: 9(2)(a)
Sent: Thursday, 5 November 2020 15:52
To: 9(2)(a)
<9(2)(a) @agresearch.co.nz>
Subject: RE: Draft Annual and 10 year reports for ERMA200223 for period ending 30th June 2020
CAUTION: External sender

Good afternoon, 9(2)
.
(a)
Thanks very much for the chat earlier today. I just wanted to let you know that I’ve
authorised the draft V2 report to be made public on our website, without correction.
We can either put it up directly with a name change, or if you prefer to send us a version
named “final” instead, I can get our administrator to post that instead.
Please let me know ASAP what you’d like to do, as she’ll probably be putting it up early
tomorrow morning.
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The content of this email is confidential and intended for the recipient specified in message
only. It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this message with any third party, without
a written consent of the sender.
If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete
the message and any attachments received.
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN248475

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

26/02/2018

Due Date:

20/03/2018
148028

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD168224

Client ref:

9(2)(a)

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2018/29233

TF/CF site inspection

364 - 2501 - 9(2)(a)
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), Ruakura Campus 10 Bisley Rd, RuakuraPrivate Bag
3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Audit/Inspection Preparation (15min) *
Audit/Inspection Time on site (15min)*
Audit/Inspection Follow Up & Report (15min)*

Date
21/02/2018
21/02/2018
21/02/2018

Quantity
6.00
18.00
14.00

Rate
25.57
25.57
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN248475 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

Amount
153.42
460.26
357.98
971.66

GST Exclusive Amount:

$971.66

GST Amount:

$145.75

Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

$1,117.41

TAX INVOICE
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN259599

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

21/05/2018

Due Date:

20/06/2018
154969

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD172040

Client ref:

Barn inspection & prep 9(2)(a)

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2018/79637

364 - 2501 - 9(2)(a)
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), Ruakura Campus 10 Bisley Rd, RuakuraPrivate Bag
3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Hourly rate@ T1, inspection (15min) *

Date
18/05/2018

Quantity
2.00

Rate
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN259599 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

GST Exclusive Amount:
GST Amount:
Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

Amount
51.14
51.14

$51.14
$7.67
$58.81

TAX INVOICE
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN296723

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

28/01/2019

Due Date:

20/02/2019
199319

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD185150

Client ref:

9(2)(a)
discussion

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2019/8059

- research & containment

364 - 2501 - 9(2)(a)
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Hourly rate@ T1, inspection (15min) *

Date
18/01/2019

Quantity
3.00

Rate
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN296723 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

Amount
76.71
76.71

GST Exclusive Amount:

$76.71

GST Amount:

$11.51

Total Due:

$88.22

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN299012

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

1/03/2019

Due Date:

20/03/2019
204922

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD186850

Client ref:

MPI Containment Inspection 9(2)(a)

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2019/24775

364 - 2501 - 9(2)(a)
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Manual Review (15 min units) *
Audit/Inspection Preparation (15min) *
Audit/Inspection Time on site (15min)*
Audit/Inspection Follow Up & Report (15min)*

Date
8/01/2019
12/02/2019
12/02/2019
12/02/2019

Quantity
1.00
6.00
20.00
10.00

Rate
25.57
25.57
25.57
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total
Audit Id/Consign No:

C2019/77735

Client ref:

2018069300 Attn 9(2)(a)

Importer:

Agresearch - Grasslands

Charge Item:

$/2019/31849

Agent:

Importer Acting As Agent

Amount
25.57
153.42
511.40
255.70
946.09

2019-02-25
Country of Origin:

AUSTRALIA
MPI Document No:
MPI Document Type:

Goods
Identifiers

016415
BACC - Manual

Biologicals - [Biological Products, Other biological products, Various enzyme protein
crystals, AUSTRALIA] 1.000 unit(s), 1.000 container
NZ72225022019,CARBONE

Description
Hourly rate@ T1, inspection (15min) *

Date
26/02/2019

Quantity
2.00

Rate
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN299012 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

Amount
51.14
51.14

GST Exclusive Amount:

$997.23

GST Amount:

$149.57

Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

$1,146.80

TAX INVOICE
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN323557

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

30/08/2019

Due Date:

20/09/2019
240602

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD197647

Client ref:

MPI site inspection 9(2)(a)

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2019/137496

, 9(2)(a)

VS - 2501 - 9(2)(a)
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Audit/Inspection Preparation (15min) *
Audit/Inspection Time on site (15min)*
Audit/Inspection Follow Up & Report (15min)*

Date
20/08/2019
20/08/2019
20/08/2019

Quantity
12.00
25.00
10.00

Rate
25.57
25.57
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN323557 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

GST Exclusive Amount:
GST Amount:
Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

Amount
306.84
639.25
255.70
1,201.79

$1,201.79
$180.27
$1,382.06

TAX INVOICE
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN337703

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

3/12/2019

Due Date:

20/01/2020
257425

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD201499

Client ref:

MPI high freq visit 9(2)(a)

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2019/200588

VS - 2501 - 9(2)(a)
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Audit/Inspection Preparation (15min) *
Audit/Inspection Time on site (15min)*
Audit/Inspection Follow Up & Report (15min)*

Date
21/11/2019
21/11/2019
21/11/2019

Quantity
4.00
3.00
8.00

Rate
25.57
25.57
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN337703 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

GST Exclusive Amount:
GST Amount:
Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

Amount
102.28
76.71
204.56
383.55

$383.55
$57.53
$441.08

TAX INVOICE
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN350771

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

6/03/2020

Due Date:

20/04/2020
274298

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD205494

Client ref:

MPI site inspection 2020-1 9(2)(a)

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2020/38384

VS - 2501 - AgResearchLimited
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Audit/Inspection Follow Up & Report (15min)*
Audit/Inspection Time on site (15min)*
Audit/Inspection Preparation (15min) *

Date
28/02/2020
28/02/2020
28/02/2020

Quantity
15.00
14.00
10.00

Rate
25.57
25.57
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN350771 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

Amount
383.55
357.98
255.70
997.23

GST Exclusive Amount:

$997.23

GST Amount:

$149.58

Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

$1,146.81

TAX INVOICE
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN378480

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

8/09/2020

Due Date:

20/10/2020
309254

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD215788

Client ref:

1062686 Retro transfer CL416

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2020/174582

CF - 2501 - AgResearchLimited
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Transfer Request (15 min units) *
Hourly rate@ T1, inspection (15min) *

Date
7/08/2020
7/08/2020

Quantity
1.00
2.00

Rate
25.57
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD215789

Client ref:

MPI site audit 9(2)(a)

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

Amount
25.57
51.14
76.71

$/2020/174598

/9(2)(a)

CF - 2501 - AgResearchLimited
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Zone Fee within 4 km radius (Fixed Rate) *
Audit/Inspection Preparation (15min) *
Audit/Inspection Time on site (15min)*
Audit/Inspection Follow Up & Report (15min)*

Date
18/08/2020
18/08/2020
18/08/2020
18/08/2020

Quantity
1.00
6.00
20.00
19.00

Rate
34.86
25.57
25.57
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN378480 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

GST Exclusive Amount:
GST Amount:
Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

Amount
34.86
153.42
511.40
485.83
1,185.51

$1,262.22
$189.32
$1,451.54

TAX INVOICE
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN378918

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

11/09/2020

Due Date:

20/10/2020
310026

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD216237

Client ref:

9(2)(a) /9(2)(a)
inspection

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2020/180714

PC2 Glasshouse

CF - 2501 - AgResearchLimited
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Audit/Inspection Time on site (15min)*

Date
4/09/2020

Quantity
1.00

Rate
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN378918 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

GST Exclusive Amount:
GST Amount:
Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

Amount
25.57
25.57

$25.57
$3.83
$29.40

TAX INVOICE
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Ministry for Primary Industries

64-558-838

GST Reg No:

Accounts Receivable

For enquiries, please contact:

+64 4 894 0187

Telephone:
Email Address:

accountsreceivable@mpi.govt.nz

Invoice No:

Attn: Accounts
AgResearch - Ruakura
Private Bag 3123
Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240

MNIN387716

Page:

1 of 1

Date:

10/11/2020

Due Date:

20/12/2020
321206

Document File:

10268.00

Customer No:

Charges relating to Cargo Border Clearance

Line Amounts are GST Exclusive

COPY - NOT ORIGINAL
Audit Id/Consign No:

MQSAUD223022

Client ref:

9(2)(a)

Code/Contact
Facility

Charge Item:

$/2020/259598

MPI Quarterly inspection

CF - 2501 - AgResearchLimited
AgResearch - Ruakura Campus (364), 10 Ruakura Campus Bisley Road, RuakuraPRIVATE
BAG 3123, Hamilton, Hamilton

Description
Audit/Inspection Preparation (15min) *
Audit/Inspection Time on site (15min)*
Audit/Inspection Follow Up & Report (15min)*

Date
3/11/2020
3/11/2020
3/11/2020

Quantity
2.00
9.00
8.00

Rate
25.57
25.57
25.57

GST Exclusive Sub Total

Ministry for Primary Industries | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand

Please quote Customer 10268.00 and Invoice Number
MNIN387716 when making payment
Please make payment to WESTPAC GOVERNMENT BRANCH,
WELLINGTON, Account no. 03-0049-0001709-002

GST Exclusive Amount:
GST Amount:
Total Due:

Late payment may be subject to a 10% penalty fee, lodgement with a credit collection agent and/or withdrawal of service.

Amount
51.14
230.13
204.56
485.83

$485.83
$72.87
$558.70
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Disclaimer
While every effort has been made to ensure the information in this publication is accurate,
the Ministry for Primary Industries does not accept any responsibility or liability for error of fact,
omission, interpretation or opinion that may be present, nor for the consequences of any decisions
based on this information.
Requests for further copies should be directed to:
Publications Logistics Officer
Ministry for Primary Industries
PO Box 2526
WELLINGTON 6140
Email: brand@mpi.govt.nz
Telephone: 0800 00 83 33
Facsimile: 04-894 0300
This publication is also available on the Ministry for Primary Industries website at
http://www.mpi.govt.nz/news-and-resources/publications/
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1. Introduction
About this document
1.

The Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI), along with many other government departments,
receives a substantial proportion of its revenue by charging third parties for the costs of services
it provides. Approximately 40% of MPI’s total revenue comes from cost recovery.

2.

It is important our fees, levies and charges reflect an appropriate mix between Crown funding
and cost recovery. Funding arrangements must balance the need to be fair to the taxpayer with
the need to ensure that those that receive direct benefits from our services, or create risks our
services are designed to manage, pay for them.

3.

At the same time, MPI must also be mindful of the impact that charges have on individuals and
businesses, and seek to develop policy that is consistent with our focus on growing and protecting
New Zealand, our export growth objectives and wider government policy.

4.

We also have a responsibility to our customers and regulated sectors to ensure service delivery
is efficient and effective and to be transparent about our costs, and the way we manage the
revenue we receive from cost recovered activities.

5.

This document sets out the principles and key considerations that should be applied when
determining, or developing advice about, cost recovery arrangements. This includes whether to
seek to recover costs at all, the types of costs that can be recovered, how to approach allocation
of costs, and the charging mechanisms that are available. It also describes features of processes
that support good management of cost recovery arrangements on an ongoing basis.

6.

This guidance applies to all cost recovery arrangements for services MPI delivers, including
services that are not regulated. Some services MPI provides are funded according to specific
arrangements such as Government Industry Agreement. These funding mechanisms are different
to typical cost recovery arrangements and this guidance does not seek to replace those
mechanisms.

This guidance should not be applied in isolation
7.

The scope and diversity of services MPI provides, means it is not practical or useful to be
prescriptive or adopt a ‘one size fits all’ method. Instead, MPI takes a principles-based approach
to cost recovery. This document will assist in understanding what the principles mean in practice,
and how they can be applied in MPI’s context.

8.

The principles discussed in this guidance are also included in some of the legislation which
authorises MPI to recover costs. This guidance, however, should not be applied in isolation. It is
important that we can demonstrate that statutory requirements have been met when
determining cost recovery arrangements, and that charges comply with legal requirements.
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9.

The Treasury1 and Office of the Auditor General2 (OAG) both publish guidance for public sector
agencies involved in cost recovery. We have worked to ensure this document aligns to Treasury
and OAG guidance, but it’s still a good idea to consult those documents when determining a cost
recovery approach. Treasury guidance includes specific requirements for assessing the impact of
cost recovery proposals3.

10. In developing this document we have also considered other published frameworks and guidance
documents, for example in other jurisdictions. A summary of useful resources is included in the
appendix to this document.
11. This guidance is a living document. The context in which we work will shift over time. As new
challenges and opportunities arise, the way we operate will change. This guidance will be
periodically reviewed and updated to incorporate new learnings, and continually improve MPI’s
understanding and management of cost recovery practices.

How you can support good practice cost recovery
12. The Cost Recovery Directorate maintains most of MPI’s charging regulations, and has a
responsibility to ensure decision making in relation to service funding is of high quality.
13. It is important that you contact the Cost Recovery Directorate if you are:
 Reviewing or thinking about changes to charges or charging arrangements.
 Considering new services, or changes to existing services or operating models.
 Developing policy that may result in new services or changes to existing services or operating
models, whether or not it is intended they be provided by MPI or third parties.
 Developing or reviewing cost recovery requirements in legislation that contains cost recovery
requirements.
14. Consulting with the Cost Recovery Directorate at an early stage to discuss funding implications
will assist quality and consistency of decision making. We may also be able to support you with
policy development, costing and modelling of charges, and amendments to charging regulations.
In particular, we will help you with your drafting cost recovery impact statements if required by
Treasury.
15. When designing services to be cost recovered, Treasury guidance recommends agencies first
consider whether there are other ways outcomes could be delivered more effectively or
efficiently. This includes whether they could be delivered by other agencies or providers, whether
production could be outsourced or devolved to industry or other private sector providers, and
whether there are ways to introduce contestability to service delivery.

1

This guidance draws on the Treasury 2002 guidance and the more recent 2017 update available on
http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guidance/planning/charges.
2
http://www.oag.govt.nz/2008/charging-fees
3
This includes development of a Cost Recovery Impact Statement (CRIS) when developing proposals for
Ministers to consider (http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guidance/planning/charges/02.htm).
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16. Accurate time recording data, particularly once integrated, provides valuable input into the
costing of MPI’s chargeable services. A new time recording system was implemented during 2016.
This has streamlined and simplified business processes for recording those chargeable activities.
17. The Cost Recovery Directorate is working towards a cost recovery system for MPI that is fair,
simpler and more transparent. If you have any ideas that may assist, or want to discuss the
material outlined in this document and how it is applied, please contact the Cost Recovery
Directorate at costrecovery@mpi.govt.nz.

2. Objectives of cost recovery
18. Cost recovery involves charges (usually in the form of fees or levies) to recoup the costs of
providing services to individuals, businesses or other entities. Cost recovery is only undertaken
where there is a lawful authority that is provided for in legislation, or in some cases on a
contractual basis.
19. MPI recovers costs associated with activities and services that deliver outputs. Our charges do
not generally seek to recover costs or reflect benefits associated with the wider outcomes a
service may contribute to. Outcomes are still important when considering cost recovery, and this
is discussed further in paragraph 35.
20. Most cost recovery is managed through memorandum accounts, which enable tracking of
expenditure and revenue associated with cost recovered services. Memorandum accounts are
discussed further in paragraph 100.
21. Cost recovery can also improve the efficiency of resource use, for example, by encouraging users
to be prepared before engaging with services, to make good decisions about how much of a
service to use, or to take steps to mitigate the risks they create.
22. The main objectives of cost recovery for MPI are to:
 Ensure those who use services which enable commercial or private benefits pay for the
services that deliver those benefits.
 Encourage those undertaking certain activities to take responsibility for managing risks to
public health, biosecurity, or the sustainability of New Zealand’s primary resources by
ensuring they pay for the costs of managing those risks.
 Promote transparency for those who pay for services.
 Encourage efficient service delivery, while minimising transaction costs for service users and
stakeholders wherever possible.
 Recover costs in a way that ensures MPI can provide services essential to growing and
protecting New Zealand and meet regulatory objectives.
23. Decisions around how a service should be funded also need to consider competition issues and
aim to account for wider government objectives. This is not always straightforward; and will often
need to be considered on a case by case basis. Situations where cost recovery might not be
desirable are discussed in section 4.
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3. Guiding principles
24. MPI takes a principles-based approach to decision-making for cost recovery. This allows flexibility
to ensure that a range of different and sometimes complex factors can be considered, while also
encouraging consistency of approach.
25. Principles should be the primary criteria against which options for cost recovery are tested, and
assist in weighing up the trade-offs about when and who to charge, and how charges should be
designed. They are also relevant when thinking about how we engage with our stakeholders, and
manage our cost recovery responsibilities in general.
26. Four key principles underpin MPI’s approach; equity, efficiency, transparency and justifiability.
These principles are referred to in Treasury and OAG guidelines4, and are common features in
most of the legislation that authorises MPI to recover costs. Definitions, and further discussion of
these principles is provided in Table 1 on the following page.
27. There are some differences in authorising legislation that are important to be aware of. While
legislation almost always refers to equity and efficiency; justifiability and transparency are
sometimes not reflected. It is still important to consider these later two principles when
considering funding arrangements. Application of these principles support good cost recovery
practice and will generally complement equity and efficiency.
28. The National Animal Identification and Tracing Act 2012 also refers to the principles of
“administrative efficiency” and “flexibility”. These are closely related to and will also complement
the principles set out above.
29. The Fisheries Act 1996 is worth highlighting because its cost recovery principles are quite
different to most other authorising legislation. While equity and efficiency are underpinning
considerations, the principles in the Fisheries Act are more prescriptive and set out in specific
terms when costs can be recovered, who costs should be recovered from and in some areas the
mechanism that should be used. Principles of equity, efficiency, transparency and justifiability
are still relevant considerations –but they will not be determinative. As with all cost recovery
decisions, meeting legislative requirements is paramount.

4

OAG guidelines also refer to accountability which is an important consideration. Adherence to the principles
of transparency and justifiability are a good way to support accountability. New Treasury guidance also refers to
other considerations including effectiveness, simplicity and consultation. These considerations are all reflected
in various parts of this guidance.
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4. When and who to charge for MPI services
30. When deciding when to recover costs, and who should be charged, there are a number of things
to consider:
 What is the authority to charge?
Is the service provided pursuant to legislation6 and, if so, what is the scope of the
authority and are there other requirements to be aware of?
 What is the nature of the service that is being provided?
What are the outputs that will be delivered, and what outcomes does the service seek to
achieve or contribute to?
 Who are the different parties that could pay, and which option is best?
Who uses or receives the benefit of the output? Who creates risks that give rise to the
need for the service in the first place? Does the output have public, private, club or merit
good characteristics?
 What are the impacts of charges likely to be?
Are there good reasons why charges might not be appropriate?
31. These questions are discussed in more detail in this section.

Authority to charge
32. Where services are provided pursuant to legislation, costs can only be recovered to the extent
provided for in the relevant statute7.
33. The different legislation that MPI administers generally sets out the authority to charge and
principles that should be applied, but may also contain other requirements such as; the types of
costs that can be recovered, the types of charges that can be used and process requirements
related to consultation and frequency of review. It’s important to understand these requirements
before developing advice on cost recovery.
34. MPI also provides certain services that are ‘non-regulated’ or provided by agreement between
MPI and third parties. The authority for charging is the contractual arrangement between parties.
When entering these types of arrangements, the document should guide how costs are
recovered.

Understanding the nature of the service
35. Treasury guidance emphasises the importance of understanding the outputs and outcomes of
services (both in terms of benefits and risks) when considering how a service should be funded.

6

MPI must have legal authority to apply cost recovery charges for the services it is legally obliged to provide.
Generally legislation includes an empowering provision that authorises the Governor-General to set the
amount of cost recovery through the making of cost recovery regulations.
7

Legislation can be amended if cost recovery is justified but not provided for.
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• Outputs: are the specific things that MPI’s services produce, or the immediate and direct
result of those services. For instance, an official assurance is an example of an output of
MPI’s Verification Service, which provides a direct benefit to a specific exporter (e.g. the
ability to export a specific consignment).
• Outcomes: are the wider impacts of MPI’s services. For instance, providing official
assurances facilitates exports and supports export growth, which in turn has other economic
benefits.
36. MPI charges seek to recover the costs of activities and services associated with delivering outputs,
because it is at this level that costs are incurred. MPI charges do not seek to recover the costs of
delivering wider outcomes. There are a much wider range of activities (and costs) which
contribute to the delivery of outcomes. For example other services that MPI provides, which are
not cost recovered (such as policy development) also contribute towards the achievement of
outcomes. Factors external to MPI also influence or contribute to these outcomes.
37. The extent to which outcomes are realised often depends on the choices made by those that use
MPI’s services. For example, the extent to which increased export revenue contributes to
employment can depend on whether a business chooses to expand its operations domestically
or offshore.
38. Understanding outcomes are still important when deciding whether to recover costs. There may
be circumstances where implementing cost recovery could materially impact on the delivery of
outcomes and it is important that MPI understands these impacts. These types of issues are
discussed in paragraph 71.

Identifying who could pay and choosing the best option
39. There are usually a range of parties that could pay for services; the taxpayer, individuals or groups
that use services or receive the benefits of services, and individuals or groups that create risks
services are designed to manage.
40. Choosing the best option involves understanding which is the most equitable or fair, what is
efficient, and what impact charges are likely to have on the behaviour of parties and the
attainment of policy objectives.
41. It’s also relevant to consider how practical or expensive it would be to identify and charge parties
(administrative efficiency). If for example, in some situations the costs of collection exceed the
revenue from charges, it would not be efficient to recover costs. Charges may need to be directed
at related parties to overcome practical difficulties. These considerations are discussed in more
detail below.

Who receives the benefits?
42. In most cases, the service user is the direct beneficiary. Identifying and charging the direct
beneficiaries of outputs is often the most equitable and efficient approach to directing charges:
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It is equitable because it is usually fairer to charge those who directly benefit from a
service output than the taxpayer whose benefits are less tangible, more uncertain and
difficult to quantify.
It is efficient because it can influence the behaviour of service users to only use the
service when the benefits they receive outweigh the costs.

43. In general, the stronger the link between the benefit/use of the service and the beneficiary/user
of the service the more equitable charging will be.

Who creates the risk and need for the service?
44. Risk exacerbators are those (individuals or groups) whose actions or inactions present a risk of
negative effects or externalities. When a service is designed to manage or mitigate these risks it
can often be efficient and equitable to charge risk exacerbators for the cost of those services:
 It is equitable because it is usually fairer to charge those whose actions or inactions create
the need for a service than the tax payer who does not engage in risky behaviour.
 It is efficient by creating incentives for the risk exacerbator to better manage or mitigate
the risks they give rise to.
45. An example of a risk exacerbator is an importer of goods. Goods can have hitchhiker pests and
diseases which can damage New Zealand’s primary industries and broader society. The act of
importing a good directly exacerbates a risk which biosecurity inspections are designed to
manage.
46. As with benefits, the stronger the link between the risk and the risk exacerbator, the more
equitable charging will be.

Public, private, club and merit goods
47. Cost recovery guidance often discusses the economic characteristics of services as being helpful
in determining where charges should be directed. That is, whether a service or output has the
character of a public, private or club good.
48. These terms relate to the excludability of, and rivalry for benefits:
 Benefits are excludable if it is possible to prevent certain parties from receiving them, for
example only a business that meets certain requirements will be issued an export
certificate and obtain the benefits of being able to export those goods.


Benefits are rival when parties compete for them. For example the export certificate can
only be used once and can only be used by the party that made the application and met
the requirements.

49. Whether a service or output can be termed a public, private, club or merit good is helpful in
identifying which parties it is likely to be practical (and therefore efficient) to charge. While these
terms are generally discussed in the context of benefits, they can also be applied to determine
who it is feasible to charge when recovering the costs of services designed to manage risk.
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Private goods
50. Services or outputs are private goods when they are both excludable and rival. This means it is
possible to identify the beneficiary of the service, so it will usually be both practical and efficient
to direct charges at that individual. With private goods there is also a strong relationship between
the use of a service and the benefit received, so it will usually be the most equitable charging
option as well.
51. Issuing an Export Certificate is a service that has private good characteristics. The certificate is
provided to an individual exporter who will receive direct commercial benefits from being able
to export goods. No other group or individual is able to benefit from using that particular
certificate. The beneficiary can be clearly identified (the exporter) and the link between the use
of the service and the benefit is strong. It is therefore efficient and equitable to charge the
exporter.
Club goods
52. Services are club goods when benefits are excludable but non-rival (one individual receiving
benefits does not prevent another from also receiving benefits).
53. Where benefits are excludable but non-rival, it means that there is a group of individuals who all
receive benefits, but it may not be easy to distinguish one member of the group from another or
how much benefit they receive compared with another member. While it is always more
equitable to charge for services in line with benefits, in this case it is likely to be impossible or
costly to distinguish between beneficiaries.
54. In these situations, it could still be efficient to charge the group or ‘club’ as a whole (for example
through a levy). This will also be more equitable than taxpayer funding as there is a strong
relationship between the club and the benefit.
55. Fisheries stock assessment to set catch limits may be a service that has club good characteristics.
Only those who catch fish from that stock receive the benefits of those catch limits, but one
person benefiting does not prevent another from benefiting as well. Another example of a club
good service is work undertaken to secure international market access for goods produced in one
of the primary industries. The benefits of this are excludable (only exporters of goods produced
in that industry can benefit) but non-rival (one exporter in that industry who benefits from market
access does not prevent another exporter from doing so).
Public goods and merit goods
56. A public good service is one that is non-excludable and non-rival. In these situations it is unlikely
to be practical to determine how much use or benefit any one individual receives compared with
any other.
57. In practice, pure public goods are rare. In most cases it will be at least conceptually possible to
identify groups or types of individuals that benefit from outputs (and outcomes) more than
others. Excluding individuals or groups from the benefits for the purpose of charging however is
likely to be costly, and so the most efficient option may be taxpayer funding.
58. A merit good is one that government considers delivers highly desirable benefits to society, is
universally available but likely to be under consumed if people have to pay full price. In these
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situations government may choose not to charge, or to subsidise charges, to encourage more
consumption of the service and more benefits.
59. It is often assumed that if a service has the characteristics of a public good or merit good, then
charging individuals or groups is not appropriate but that is not necessarily the case. For example,
if a risk exacerbator (or group of risk exacerbators) can be identified and efficiently charged, this
will be a fairer option than taxpayer funding. It is also efficient, because charging aligns incentives
for risk exacerbators to take steps to reduce or manage the risks they create.

Charging related parties
60. In some situations it may be more efficient to charge a related party than to directly charge
beneficiaries or risk exacerbators. If many direct beneficiaries use the services of a single
company, it could be more efficient to charge that company rather than each beneficiary
separately. However, it is only equitable to charge related parties to the extent that there are
ways for the person charged to pass on costs to the direct beneficiaries or risk exacerbators.

Cost sharing
Between different parties
61. Generally it will be straightforward to identify direct beneficiaries and risk exacerbators as those
that use or give rise to the need for the service. The level of service use may be a good indicator
of risk or benefit. If there is no clear user, but more than one distinct group of direct beneficiaries
or risk exacerbators it can be more difficult to determine how to apportion costs.
62. One option may be to direct charges to one party if there are ways those costs can be passed on
to others, for example through the supply chain. The other option generally involves estimating
the proportion of benefit each party receives, or how much each party contributes to the risk.
This is discussed further in section 6, in relation to apportioning levies.
63. If there are both direct beneficiaries and risk exacerbators, it may also be relevant to consider
what impact charges are likely to have on the behaviour of parties. For example, charging the full
cost of services that are designed to manage risks to the risk exacerbator can maximise incentives
for parties to reduce the risks they create.
To reflect public benefits
64. It is often argued that where there is wider public benefit, costs should be shared with the taxpayer to reflect this. Wider public benefits, like public health or economic growth or
sustainability, are associated with the outcomes of MPI’s services. As discussed in paragraphs 35
and 36, there are a much wider range of activities (and costs) which contribute to outcomes,
many of which are not cost recovered (such as policy development). The tax-payer does
contribute to the delivery of these benefits or outcomes through the Crown funding MPI receives.
65. It is almost always possible to identify groups of individuals that benefit more than others. Even
benefits like employment and economic growth benefit some in society more than others.
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The extent to which different groups will benefit is dependent on a range of factors, some of
which are highly uncertain.
66. Attempts to apportion costs without an objective measure of benefit or risk can often result in a
negotiated agreements between parties, rather than an accurate assessment of costs and
benefits.
67. The materiality of costs, and the degree of uncertainty are relevant factors when determining
whether developing a framework8 to apportion costs and benefits is desirable.
68. Often the term ‘public benefit’ is really used to describe benefits that accrue to different groups
of beneficiaries who it is inefficient to identify to charge. For example, if MPI initiates a biosecurity
response to a fruit fly incursion, certain industries will receive direct benefits. Home fruit tree
growers also receive direct benefits, but it is more difficult to identify and charge them so the
taxpayer funds on their behalf. This is also a form of cost sharing.

Impacts of charges
69. In general, MPI’s policy is to recover the full costs of services from direct beneficiaries and risk
exacerbators.
70. It is important when considering whether to impose these costs on individuals, business or
industries that the implications of this are well understood. This includes consideration of the
cumulative impact of different government cost recovery arrangements. In some circumstances,
government may choose not to recover costs, to share costs or to phase in cost recovery. This
will however need to be considered on a case by case basis.
71. These types of situations may be:
 To further specific policy objectives; for example in recognition of the desire to maximise
the benefits from certain services that might not otherwise occur if costs were fully
recovered9, to encourage innovation and/or support emerging or marginal markets, or
where charges would materially affect the attainment of desired outcomes.
 To provide funding on behalf of direct beneficiaries or risk exacerbators where it would
not be feasible to identify and equitably charge them.
 Where charging would create perverse incentives (e.g. discourage voluntary reporting)
or would not be efficient.
 Where significant free riding may occur (i.e. where it is only possible to charge one
beneficiary or few beneficiaries of a service that provides direct benefits for many
others).
 To avoid impacting competitive neutrality.

8

The Government Industry Agreement for Biosecurity Readiness and Response (GIA) is an example of such a
framework. The GIA is not a typical cost recovery arrangement. Unlike other service provisions where MPI is
the sole service provider, GIAs provide for a partnership approach, which sees both MPI and industry
signatories providing readiness and response services, and shared decision-making.
9
For example, merit goods.
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To fund where full recovery is prohibited, inconsistent with international obligations or
may create technical barriers to trade.

72. These circumstances are not conclusive or exhaustive, they are examples of situations where
additional factors may need to be considered. In these situations, additional taxpayer funding is
likely to be the only alternative. This means that there must be compelling rationale and evidence
that outweighs the equity and efficiency considerations which favour cost recovery.
73. If you have identified an area where you think recovering less than full costs may be justified,
please consult the Cost Recovery Directorate.
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5. What types of costs should be recovered
74. Once it is determined who should be charged for a service MPI provides, it is necessary to identify
the costs which should be recovered. The principle of justifiability requires that, so far as is
possible, only the reasonable costs of providing a service should be recovered.
75. MPI’s policy is to seek to recover all direct costs associated with a service (such as staff time,
travel costs, systems and equipment used in delivering the specific service), as well as support
costs associated with delivery of the service (such as training and development costs for staff,
administrative support costs, management costs, project costs and capital costs) and a fair
proportion of wider business support or common costs (for example costs associated with
corporate functions like finance, human resources management, information technology (IT), and
costs of property and utilities). This is in line with Treasury guidelines.
76. Sometimes, MPI will undertake specific projects to improve services, or change business
processes. These investments will usually seek to deliver effectiveness or efficiency benefits to
service users and are generally recoverable. There may, however, be equity issues associated
with recovering significant one-off costs, for example, when existing service users pay for benefits
that future service users will receive. It is for this reason, that MPI recovers the costs of relevant
capital investments through depreciation and capital charges which are spread over the life of an
asset. Recovery of project costs should be considered on a case by case basis, and signalled
transparently to affected stakeholders.
77. When recovering indirect costs (service or wider business support costs) it is important to identify
and document an appropriate allocation driver to determine a fair proportion. As far as possible
the allocation driver should attempt to approximate the actual costs associated with the service.
Property costs for example, could be allocated based on floor space per full time employee
involved in delivery of the service.
78. The principle of transparency as defined in relevant legislation, requires costs to be allocated as
closely as practicable to the service, and the period in which the service was provided. This means
that the costs incurred in any given year should be recovered as soon as practical. MPI tries to
ensure that when charges are reviewed, cost estimates and forecasts are based on actual and
known costs, and clearly documented assumptions (such as growth rates in service demand).
79. The principle of transparency also means that the link between service costs and charges should
be clear enough to enable scrutiny by those that pay charges. When setting charges, care should
be taken to document the nature and quantum of costs to be recovered at an appropriate level
of detail.
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6. How should charges be designed?
80. The design of charges can encourage efficient service delivery, and should seek to minimise
transaction costs for service users and stakeholders wherever possible. This section discusses a
range of ways that charges can be designed.
81. Each approach has benefits and drawbacks, and the application of the principles of equity,
efficiency, justifiability and transparency should be used to inform decisions about which
approach to take in the particular circumstances.
82. Before settling on an approach, it is important to check the options that are available in any
authorising legislation. Not all legislation enables the same charging mechanisms.

Fees
83. Fees are a form of cost recovery that can be used when the level or amount that an individual
uses or benefits from a service is clear and there is a strong relationship to the costs of delivering
each output or unit of service.
84. The cost of delivering a service can vary based on how complex that service is (e.g. completing a
verification audit for a small factory compared to a large factory). Costs can also vary because of
other factors – such as the time of day the service is performed (e.g. after-hours), or by
geographical location.
85. A central consideration in designing fees is whether we should charge each service user based on
actual costs of delivering the service to them, or adopt fixed fees – so everyone pays the same.

Fixed versus variable fees
86. Depending on the type of service provided, fixed fees can encourage service efficiency. A fixed
fee can encourage MPI to provide the service within the cost that is covered by the fee charged.
Fixed fees are also likely to be simpler to administer and more predictable for service users.
87. Charging actual costs (for instance, an hourly rate) can also encourage efficiency, as it creates an
incentive for service users to take steps to work with MPI to minimise costs, for instance by
ensuring all information required is provided in an easily accessible way.
88. Where costs vary it can sometimes be appropriate to use a scale of fixed charges (e.g. having a
standard service fee and an after-hours fee or urgent processing fee) or a combined charge (a
fixed fee for 90% of cases, but the ability to charge an hourly rate in the 10% of cases which take
a significantly longer period of time).
89. In some cases it may be considered more equitable to charge everyone the same – but this is not
straightforward. Where costs vary but charges are fixed, there are risks that some parties will pay
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Two-part tariffs
95. Two-part tariffs can be useful mechanisms, especially for recovery of fixed costs. This type of fee
comprises two components11; a unit fee for service use and a fixed entry fee charged to all users
regardless of their use. These types of charges are best suited for situations where:





Fixed costs are significant.
There is uncertainty about how much the service will be used.
Service demand is responsive to the level of the charge.
There are benefits from encouraging more frequent service use.

96. A two-part tariff can have advantages for the service user and for MPI. The charge per service use
(e.g. the charge per inspection) can be lower because it only includes the variable costs (such as
staff time, travel). The fixed costs (service and business support costs) are covered by the entry
fee.
97. Given the lower unit cost, service users might use more of the service. There may be situations
where this is desirable, for example to maximise benefits or wider outcomes that services seek
to achieve.

11

This is different to a combined charge. A two-part tariff distinguishes between fixed and variable costs.
Combined charges distinguish between variability of the services; e.g. charging a fixed fee most of the time, and
an hourly rate in exceptional circumstances.
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7. Management processes
98. This section outlines the different processes that are necessary to keep charges up to date
including how stakeholders should be consulted and kept informed of cost recovery matters.

Frequency of review
99. In determining how frequently charges should be reviewed, it is important to weigh up the
administrative and transaction costs associated with more regular reviews against the need to
ensure that charges are set at the right levels. Most legislation that authorises cost recovery
requires regular review of charges. In general this is three years, but some Acts may require more
frequent review and others do not specify a review period.
100. If you are developing advice on whether charges should be updated, it is necessary to consider
how charges are performing. MPI tracks expenditure and revenue associated with most charges
through memorandum accounts. Memorandum accounts are designed to create transparency
about how much is being recovered through charges.
101. Memorandum account balances will fluctuate in any given year, but should trend towards zero
over time. A negative balance (deficit) in a memorandum account suggests charges need to be
increased, and a positive balance (surplus) suggests charges could be decreased.
102. How quickly charges need to be updated when a deficit or surplus occurs will depend on the size
of the balance and the speed with which it is likely to increase or deteriorate. A review may be
particularly necessary where there is, for example:
 A significant rise or drop in service volumes.
 A known upcoming event which could have cost impacts (e.g. an industry re-structuring
or re-negotiation of major contract).
 New services being introduced and/or existing services being altered to reflect changes
in government policy or customer need.
103. To the extent practicable, where surplus or deficit arises and there are high levels of ‘churn’ or
turnover of industry participants, principles of equity and transparency would favour adjustment
as soon as possible. This is to maximise the likelihood that surpluses are returned to the same
people that contributed to it, or deficits are recovered from those that incurred it.
104. Much of the legislation that authorises MPI to recover costs also imposes time limits on the ability
to recover historic deficits or under-recovery. It is important to understand these constraints
when determining how quickly to adjust charges. If a deficit is not recovered within the legislative
timeframe it may become unrecoverable.
105. If you want to discuss the frequency of review periods in an area that you are involved with,
please contact the Cost Recovery Directorate.
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Involvement of stakeholders in the management of cost recovery
106. Good strategic and operational planning underpins effective budgeting and forecasting, which in
turn supports more accuracy in setting of charges. In many cases, our regulated sectors can assist
with understanding likely changes in service demand and emerging risks that can have
implications for how we prioritise resources.
107. Service users should also have input into planning where services are provided at the request of,
or seek to provide a benefit to, specific individuals or groups.
108. It may be less straightforward however for service users to have input where services are
designed to manage risks or ensure compliance with regulatory requirements. Care must be
taken to ensure MPI maintains regulatory independence from the sectors it regulates.
109. However MPI still has an obligation to ensure stakeholders have confidence in the way cost
recovered funding is used and managed. This is achieved in two key ways:
 Consultation when changes are proposed
 Regular reporting on the performance of cost recovered services.

Consultation
110. For the most part, legislation includes requirements to consult with the persons or organisations
likely to be substantially affected by any proposals for cost recovery changes. MPI is also required
to advise the Minister of the results of consultation. The cost recovery principles of transparency
and justifiability also support good consultation practices, and this applies to all cost recovery
arrangements, including those that are not set in regulation.
111. When consulting on charges, it is important to provide adequate and appropriate notice, a
reasonable opportunity for interested persons to make submissions, and be able to demonstrate
adequate and appropriate consideration of any such submissions.
112. Stakeholders should be provided with information to ensure they understand:
 Why and how we deliver services we do and how we ensure that our service provision is
efficient and effective.
 The principled basis for charges and the level of cost recovery.
 The forecast for actual costs of service delivery, including any historic under or overrecovery.
 The relationship between costs, volumes and service standards.
 The rationale for how charges have been designed, including whether charges represent
average or actual costs.
113. Where possible, the consultation approach should be tailored to the specific stakeholder group,
including recognising the particular needs of iwi. MPI recognises these groups may have different
interests in and levels of understanding of the MPI’s cost recovery arrangements.
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Reporting of cost recovery performance
114. MPI is moving to undertake more regular reporting to stakeholders about the performance of
cost recovered services. This will support improved transparency and accountability for delivery
of efficient and effective services.
115. Over time it is intended that reporting will include a wider range of information, including actual
and forecast breakdowns of the types of costs that are involved in service delivery (both direct
and indirect costs), service volumes and achievement of service standards.
116. It is therefore important that when seeking to cost recover for services, business groups also
consider whether appropriate performance standards and measures are in place.
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